We introduce a scheme to entangle Rydberg ions in a linear ion crystal, using the high electric polarizability of the Rydberg electronic states in combination with mutual Coulomb coupling of ions that establishes common modes of motion. After laser-initialization of ions to a superposition of ground-and Rydberg-state, the entanglement operation is driven purely by applying a voltage pulse that shuttles the ion crystal back and forth. This operation can achieve entanglement on a sub-µs timescale, more than two orders of magnitude faster than typical gate operations driven by continuous-wave lasers. Our analysis shows that the fidelity achieved with this protocol can exceed 99.9% with experimentally achievable parameters.
In Rydberg states of an atom a valence electron is excited to a high principal quantum number, leading to extraordinary large polarizabilities [1] and making them extremely susceptible to electric fields. Such high electric field susceptibility was employed for electric field sensing [2] [3] [4] and quantum information processing [5] . For pairs, or arrays of atoms, a mutual electrical dipolar interaction of Rydberg states may lead to a blockade mechanism, which was proposed for generating entanglement [6] . Pioneering experiments realized blockade driven entanglement with pairs of Rydberg atoms in optical tweezers [7, 8] . Lately, arrays of Rydberg atoms [9] or atoms in reconfigurable optical tweezer potentials [10, 11] have been used and allowed for remarkable progress in quantum simulation [12] .
More recently, trapped ions excited to Rydberg states [13] [14] [15] have been investigated for exploring their unique features. The large electric polarizability has been characterized by spectroscopy and was exploited to position a single ion precisely inside the electric trap [16] . Moreover, it has been shown that transitions to Rydberg states can be driven coherently from low-lying electronic states [17] . A gate operation to entangle trapped Rydberg ions via a dipole-dipole interaction has been proposed, but requires microwave dressing of Rydberg states to cancel their polarizability [18, 19] .
Here, we propose a scheme for entangling a pair of trapped ions, where we utilize unique features of this Coulomb crystals in Rydberg states: the electric polarizability and the corresponding energy shift of Rydberg states by an impulsive electric field. We design electric field waveforms that kick the two-ion crystal and impose a state-dependent force on common modes of motion. The shuttling of the crystal [20, 21] leads to a geometric phase, which can be controlled using the Rydberg principle quantum number n, the trap parameters and the shape of the kick. This entanglement operation is driven solely electrically and its duration may be as short as a few hundred ns, much faster than typical light-driven gates for ions [22] [23] [24] [25] and competing with gate operation times driven by pulsed laser sources [26] . It resembles laser-less ion entanglement operations driven by either static [27] or dynamic magnetic gradients [28] [29] [30] on the spin states of ions, however, driving large electric field gradients and performing strong electric kicks is an established technology in Paul traps.
In the following, we sketch the state-dependent force for a single kicked ion and fully discuss the case of a two-ion crystal. We continue with the description of an entangling operation for a two-ion crystal. Furthermore, we describe the dominating sources of imperfections and optimize the shape of the electric kick. We conclude with a feasibility study, taking into account typical experimental parameters.
Spin-dependent electric kick. We consider a single ion in a linear Paul trap, where a combination of radio-frequency and static electric fields generate a threedimensional harmonic confinement. We are interested in the motion of the ion along the trap axis, the axis of weakest confinement, which is described by a harmonic oscillator with frequency ω. Exciting an ion to a high-lying Rydberg state modifies the effective confinement due to the high polarizability [17] -one may think of modifying its effective mass -such that the trap frequency ω α becomes state-dependent, where α = {↑, ↓} denotes Rydberg state or ground state, respectively. Applying an electric kick displaces the ion out of its equilibrium position, explores the induced electric dipole force but also drives the harmonic oscillator into vibrational excitation. A state-dependent phase is accumulated, see Fig. 1 . The coherently excited motion can be reduced to the initial state by properly choosing the pulse amplitude f (t) and pulse duration T . A phase difference between Rydberg state and ground state is acquired.
Entanglement operation. For two ions we control the phase of the electronic basis states |αβ = {|↓↓ , |↓↑ , |↑↓ , |↑↑ }. Coulomb interaction between both ions leads to state-dependent collective frequencies ω αβ j with the mode index j = 1, 2 where αβ denotes the internal states of both individual ions, either in ground state or Rydberg state (see suppl. information):
If the ion crystal contains one Rydberg excitation it vibrates asymmetrically around the center-of-mass due to a difference of effective masses [31] . The potential energy is expressed in terms of the state-depending creatioñ a † j = (a αβ j ) † and annihilationã j = a αβ j operators ( = 1).
depends on the equilibrium positions of the ions, Π αβ = |α 1 α| 1 ⊗ |β 2 β| 2 is the projection operator. Fast switching of an additional electric field f (t) kicks the ions out of their equilibrium positions and drives the harmonic oscillator. The interaction of the electric field with the ion crystal can be described by a statedependent kick acting on the vibrational mode with oscillator length [32] [33] [34] . Specifically, for ion crystals containing Rydberg excitations, we obtain the driving Hamiltonian
The second term of Eq. (3) is proportional to the crystal center Z αβ c and only affects the phase evolution of ion crystals with one Rydberg excitation, see suppl. information. The analytic time evolution operator U I for the driven harmonic oscillator is obtained using a Magnus expansion [35] .
The first term describes coherently generated vibrational mode excitation A 
The significance of the analytical equations (5-7) is that the entanglement operation is controlled only by the kick shape (f 0 , T ) and the common mode frequencies ω αβ j . Therefore, arbitrary phase rotations and entanglement generation can be realized. For a controlled phase gate with two ions, we require a phase difference φ ↑↑ −φ ↓↓ = π while φ ↓↓ = φ ↑↓ = φ ↓↑ and and no residual excitation in phonon modes, thus A αβ j = 0. Case study and experimental feasibility for 40 Ca + ions. In the case study, we consider Rydberg nP 1/2 states with a scalar polarizability P ∝ n 7 . The
with ∆ω 2 = −16γ 2 P/m [19] and ω ↓ = 2 eγ/m, where e is the electric charge unit and γ the field gradient of the Paul trap. Note that the relative frequency differences are ≤ 10 −4 , such that the excitation of the centerof-mass modes is dominating, with a small excitation of the stretching mode for state |↑↓ . Varying the vibrational frequency by the field gradient of the Paul trap, the relative phase of π between states |↑↑ and |↑↓ is modified, see Fig. 3(a) . With a specific combination of electric kick time and amplitude, we achieve a phase difference φ ↑↑ − φ ↓↓ = π, and minimize coherent excitation of modes. Rydberg states with higher principal quantum number and larger polarizability require smaller electric kick amplitude f 0 to acomplish the desired phase evolution.
To characterize the entanglement operation, we analyze the state fidelity achieved see Fig. 3(b) . For n = 36P the required electric kick strength is E(t) = e f (t) = 28.75 V/m with a field gradient of the Paul trap of γ = 1.32 · 10 6 V/m 2 and a vibrational mode frequency of ω ↑↑ 1 = 2π · 0.57 MHz, experimentally feasible with trapped Rydberg ions [13, 14] . Thereby, the ion crystal would be displaced along the trap axis by 10.9 µm for a total operation time of τ = 1.76 µs [20, 21] . The method comes with the advantage, that effects due to micromotion are mitigated, as the ion crystal moves along the trap axis. In principle, one might also employ a combination of axial and radial displacements for the gate, however, this will require synchronizing the electric kicking and oscillating radio-frequency field for the Paul trap as experimentally demonstrated in Ref. [36] .
Lifetime limitation and optimized kicks. A significant reduction of fidelity will arise from the finite Rydberg state lifetime, about 30 µs to 100 µs [37] , see dashed lines in Fig. 4(a) . Operation times above 1 µs limit the fidelity to 90% − 99% depending on the Rydberg state. However, a bang-bang interaction by three consecutive kicks f (t) = {f 0 , −f 0 , f 0 } at times t = {0, T /4, 3T /4} leads to a fidelity of 99.9% , see Fig. 4(a-c) . We emphasize the importance of multi-kick sequences, in this example composed out of three kicks, as compared to the single constant pulse, see Fig. 4(c) . Note, that electric bangbang control of single ions has been demonstrated with up to 10000 phonons and displacement pulses of sub-ns resolution [38] , experimental parameters that even exceed the requirements for our proposed operation. Aiming for faster operations with higher fidelity, we will explore more complex phase trajectories of the wavepacket. The additional benefit of such schemes is a robustness against imperfections of the driving kick waveform. Such approaches have been discussed, however, in the context of the laser-driven Mølmer-Sørensen interaction [39, 40] and might readily be adapted to our electric scheme. Alternatively optimal control theory may deliver optimized electric field waveforms [41] [42] [43] .
Conclusion and outlook. In this work, we proposed a new scheme for fast entangling operations based on electric kicks applied to trapped Rydberg ions in a linear Paul trap. Instrumental is the high polarizability of nP Rydberg states that leads to a modification of the ion confinement and state-dependent vibrational modes. By tuning the field gradient of the Paul trap and shaping the electric kick, we optimize the scheme for entanglement operations of two ions. The parameter values required are well within regimes accessible by state-of-the-art experiments.
In future we may extend the scheme to linear ion crystals entangling more than two ions, or investigate spinspin interactions in two-dimensional ion crystals [44] by state-dependent electric forces. In this context, we will study operations at finite temperature of the ion crystal, motional dephasing and heating by electric noise. The presented scheme may be adapted to the platform of neutral Rydberg atoms trapped in arrays of optical tweezers [10, 11, 45] . A set of common motions, analogous to the normal modes of vibration for the ion crystal, is established by the dipole-dipole interaction. State dependent forces between different Rydberg states can be implemented by a fast shuttling of the tweezer centers [46] such that the trapped Rydberg atoms explore the AC-Stark shift from the tweezer potential, similar as the ion crystal explores the axial kick via its polarizability. In the array of Rydberg atoms the emerging collective energy-shifts may then be exploited to generate entanglement. We believe that experimental and theoretical work building on our ideas will be of relevance across a broad set of fields, such as multi-particle quantum systems with collective spin-motion coupling, quantum simulation and quantum information.
We thank Rene Gerritsma for comments. The trap potential of two ions with state-dependent trap frequencies ω α with α = {↑, ↓} resembling two possible internal states, reads
where Z j is the position of the j-th ion and C = e 2 /4π 0 is the Coulomb constant with e the elementary charge and 0 the vacuum permittivity. For small vibrations z j of the ionic core around the equilibrium positionZ j , we expand the potential
where we have neglected higher order terms n + l > 2.
The last line gives a static potential, which depends on the equilibrium positions,
From the force balance condition (linear orders) the state-dependent equilibrium positions are obtained
and we find the geometric center of the two ions:
With the equilibrium positions, we can calculate the static potential
We should note that the state-dependent difference of the static potential V αβ 0 will be canceled by proper laser detuning. This means that the laser frequency for excitation of a single ion and two ions to the Rydberg state will be different.
Phonon modes
Using the equilibrium positions, we obtain
with
We introduce a transformation, which mixes position coordinates by an angle θ:
and the potential becomes
The potential is diagonal when the mixing angle becomes
At low temperatures, the vibrations are described by vibrational quanta acting on the collective coordinates q j = l 
Summing up all basis states we obtain the phonon Hamiltonian of the full system:
with the state projection operator
Electric kick
The Hamiltonian for the fast electric pulse driving the ions is given by
The driving Hamiltonian is given by: 
As the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is time dependent we use a Magnus expansion for time ordered 
The complete time evolution operator is thereby: 
Gate fidelity
We analyze the time evolution of the electronic basis states |αβ = {|↓↓ , |↓↑ , |↑↓ , |↑↑ }. As the states |↓↑ and |↑↓ are symmetric, we only consider state |↑↓ . An ideal controlled phase gate has the evolution operator 
